Pen Llyn Ultra – 100

ROAD BOOK 2021
14 June 2021

With thanks to our sponsors:

ROAD BOOK Pen Llyn Ultra – 100 miles
Start date / time: 2nd July 2021. First wave 11:00 pm
Start/Finish: Pen Llyn Ultra Village, Abererch Sands Holiday Village, LL53 6JP

Well done and thank you for being part of the FIFTH edition of the Pen Llyn Ultra
Marathons! You’re in for a spectacular day – but a long one because you’ve chosen
the toughest of the three distances. The 100-mile race that was first run in 2018,
when only 2 entrants selected this option!
Your route starts and finishes with a run along the beach and includes over 70 miles
of spectacular coastline. Navigation is not a major challenge (for the first 25 miles, if
you see the sea keep it on your right… and after that, keep it on your left, until the
very last mile!). It definitely needs some attention though. If you have been unable
to recce the route, don’t worry. Upload the gpx file to a navigation device and study
it alongside this detailed roadbook to prepare. (Do be aware that very occasionally
SOME maps are at odds with the WCP as marked on the ground.) It is your
responsibility to follow the route, although there will be a lot of good route marking
and marshals to help.
GPX file: This gives the route and locations of checkpoints, planned interim waterstations, and for ‘Selfie Stations’. Please make sure that you download the most upto-date gpx version – and check it has uploaded to your device correctly before race
day. Do remember that gpx files are never perfectly aligned to the paths on the
ground. Rule 1 is, if a path in front of you doesn’t look right or safe… then safety-first!
Find the latest route-map here: Plotaroute map for PLU 100 - near final version
At the race briefing, you will also get key information about the race, including any
last minute changes that would only be introduced for safety reasons. You should
keep this road book with you throughout. It contains important guidance that you
may need to refer to in between checkpoints. We hope you achieve your goal and,
whatever happens, all the team at Pen Llyn Ultra hope you have a fantastic time.
Take pleasure in your adventure, enjoy it. We’ll see you at the finish line!
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Start – CP1

Abererch Sands Ultra Village to CAE CORN BACH
29.2 miles
Cut-off 07:30am
Ascent
2450 ft
Total Descent 2312 ft
Selfie Stations = 1 Water Stations = 3
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▪ Starting out from the Ultra Village at Abererch Sands at 11pm you will be setting off in an easterly direction, running along the beach, picking up the WCP. At the 3.4m mark, follow it inland up a
little lane and turn RIGHT at the roundabout (3.8m) onto the A497. Cross safely to the pavement on the other side and turn LEFT within 150yd (hence leaving the WCP). Do not follow the road
as it hooks back on itself, but take footpath between stone pillars (3.9m - see photo)
▪ Follow the track, crossing occasional small roads. You’ll turn RIGHT onto a small road, at about 6.0m. Go 75yds then turn Left onto an even smaller road, 75yds more and fork right off it.
▪ Continue along this track for 2.3m, then hairpin left when you see tarmac (at 8.3m). Follow the lane and reach a little triangle at 9.2m – Here you will find an unmanned WATER station – so fill
up… it’s another ten miles before the next opportunity). Fork right at the triangle then reach a sort-of T-Junction at 10.0m - Go Right. Follow lane, then LEFT at crossroads at 12.0m
▪ At U-shaped T-junction after 0.25m, take left option, follow the road, ignoring side-roads until 14.2m when you turn OFF RIGHT down another road (90° turn), continuing to a T-Junction (15.1m)
Turn Left down the slope and follow this NARROW lane for 2 miles. At 17.0m, go LEFT onto the main road towards the CHURCH… you are now back on the official WCP, on the north coast!!
▪ At 17.2m, don’t follow the road as it starts to swing right, but take the left fork along the WCP. For much of the next 2 miles, the WCP runs parallel to the road on the inland side but at 19.8m,
with a bit of a dog-leg, it crosses the main road and heads for sea towards Trefor. At 20.5m (before you reach the village), the WCP turns right at a small triangle (before bus stop – an unmanned
WATER STATION) along Beach Road. After the Beach Car Park, the road bears left and 100yds later, as the WCP forks right off road, you leave the WCP and follow the road round left and up.
▪ Past coach park, straight up the hill until, just after a little bridge (21.5m) a Pen Llyn Ultra arrow or glow sticks will help you go down left back onto the WCP for a tough climb up and over a big
hill. At 23.6m the gravelly WCP turns sharp right onto a road - go 100metres to a stone monument (Yr Eifl Car Park), a SELFIE STATION where you MUST take a SELFIE and can use the
unmanned WATER station. Turn round - Head back SOUTH along tarmac road (leaving the WCP) down to Llithfaen. Once there (after ~0.6m) go straight over the crossroads… being vigilant.
▪ Descending towards the second lot of crossroads of this segment, at 26.8 miles, you will go straight over, then pass the school - Ysgol Pentreuchaf - on your left. Carry on towards Llannor and
take the left past the church (28.6 miles) and up the gentle hill. Over the brow, after half a mile you will see the welcome sight of your first full CHECKPOINT near a road-side house named Cae
Corn Bach. You’ve run more than a marathon! Keep your number visible and be ready to show your Selfie. You will get a warm welcome while you raid your DROP BAG!
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CP1 – CP2
Cae Corn Bach to ABERSOCH Mickey’s Café
10.9 miles (Total 40.1m)
Cut-off 10:10am
Ascent
807 ft
Total Descent 928 ft
Selfie Stations = 1 Water Stations = 0
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After leaving the CP, at 1.4m, on the streets of Pwllheli, you descend to a forked T-junction, keep right here. At 1.6m turn
LEFT at mini-roundabout, then shortly RIGHT just before the train station, a road that soon becomes the WCP (you’ve
crossed the peninsula!) as it takes you to the Promenade. Keep going and soon you’re on a gravel path to Pwllheli Golf
Course – with the beach on your left.

•

Miles 3-5 see you crossing farmers’ fields along the side of Llanbedrog beach. The fields may have cows in them so please be
respectful and have your wits about you in case there is an over friendly bull!

•

Shortly after the fields (at 5.5m), you will follow the steps down onto Llanbedrog Beach and run along it until you go around
to the houses on the headland. Now for your first ascent of the day up to the Tin Man (picture) at about 6.0m – look out for
him tucked away on your left because this is where you’ll find the second SELFIE STATION.

•

When you have wound your way down off the headland, you’ll have the holiday homes of the rich and famous to the right
as you run along the Warren Beach. At about 9.1 miles, take a path to the road and on into the seaside village of Abersoch

•

Down the hill, the road sweeps left to shops, see wood/stone public TOILETS on your left and very soon (at 9.6m), as the
main road hooks right, Leave the WCP by going straight down Lon Traeth to the wonderful Abersoch beach. Now just run
the full length of the beach and before you know it, you’ll be at CP2, just by Mickey’s Boatyard and Beach Café. Show your
Selfie. Drinks and snacks. Make sure your water supply is full – the next section is maybe the most technical of the course!
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CP2 – CP3
Abersoch to RHIW CAR PARK
11.6 miles (total = 51.7m)
Cut-off 13:20
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Up from the checkpoint, you immediately rejoin the Wales Coast Path, and just keep following it for many miles, soon taking in some great views of the Tudwal
Islands to your left (one of which belongs to Bear Grylls!)

•

Along the headland, you get great views over the water as it sweeps close to the coast. Keep your eyes open for the famous Wild Welsh horses of Cilan - like all
livestock please be respectful and slow down if nearby.

•

At around the 6 mile mark, you descend from the headland to Hell’s Mouth beach. Carry on along the gently undulating path* until you come to a sandy path on
your right (6.9m) leading to the beach car park. *As an alternative, if you want to feel the sand under your feet, you may run along the beach itself (recommended!).
But you MUST find the sandy path heading inland at 6.9m – this is not difficult. Go too far down Hell’s Beach and you turn back or it’s disqualification!

•

300yds then Go LEFT onto the road (contrary to some WCP maps). Follow until, after a hard right turn, you enter a field between two farms (7.8m). This IS the WCP
Watch out for cows now. Be wary and close gates. As you enter the fields, a river to your right, you see a red brick building in the very far distance. That is a SELFIE
STATION (8.6m) so smile and snap! Carry on and follow WCP into next field and hug the hedge left. Watch for white markers. 0.5m after the red building, you may
follow the ‘natural’ path line to the left (see map showing how some maps mark the WCP. After that, follow the markers in the fields towards the Rhiw road.

•

Turn left onto the Rhiw Road (at 10.0 miles) then stick to it, past a few small side-roads, for about 1.3m – then at 11.2m LEAVE the WCP down to left (see inset
map) and follow for 0.4m to the CHECKPOINT in Rhiw car park on your left. Well done. You’re past half way!! Check in. Show your selfie – then eat and drink.

A

Rhiw car park to UWCHMYNYDD
11.5 miles (total 63.3 m)
Cut-off 16:45
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Leave the Checkpoint to the left and follow the road round a bend soon rejoining the WCP again by taking
a metal kissing gate on the left - crossing the field to the LEFT then into the wooded area.
There is a short steep climb on leaving the woods. Take a breath at the top - admire the scenery!
The path follows the coast. Make sure you go down to the white WCP marker at approx. 2m – avoid
earlier opportunities to cut down the hill - you’d miss yardage - and a great view!
Down and through a farm. Reach a road at 2.7m which you leave just 0.2m later cutting down and back to
your left. Soon you’re really hugging the coast… until the WCP turns inland at about 5.7m
Cross fields following markers/posts and reach a farm track just after 6m – turn Right and immediately
you see a more substantial tarmac road – turn LEFT (the official WCP actually goes straight over here, but
ignore that – you are leaving the WCP for a short while.)
Head along the road meeting up with the WCP again in the village of Aberdaron. Here, there are Public
TOILETS at the National Trust car park just over the bridge. Keeping the car park to your left, run up the
steep road and round to the left where you will find a WATER STATION in a layby.
Enter the field from the layby, follow the WCP as it veers off into fields and just follow it for miles as it
undulates up and down into beautiful secluded coves where Welsh pirates used to haul in their treasure.
At 11.3m you’re at the far western tip of the Llyn Peninsula. Follow the white coastal path posts up to the
Uwchmynydd CHECKPOINT, a small white building - the National Trust Weather Station.

CP4 – CP5 Uwchmynydd to PORTH COLMON
9.2 miles (total 72.5 m)
Cut-off 19:40
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Not the easiest stretch of running, but navigation could hardly be easier.

•

You leave the Uwchmynnydd Check Point and just follow the WCP.

•

At Whistling sands beach, at about 4 miles, and there are public TOILETS and a Mermaid station - WATER. The beach gets its name from an
unusual sound effect sometimes created by wind and sand, so as you look over the beach, listen out - is it whistling you good luck?!
Carry on and stick to the coast-hugging path all the way to Porth Colmon and another welcome checkpoint to refuel and recharge.

B

CP5 – CP6 Porth Colmon to TY COCH
9.8 miles (total 82.3m)
Cut-off 22:15
Ascent
626 ft
Total Descent 616 ft
Selfie Stations = 1 Water Stations = 0
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This Segment of the course is the Welsh Coastal Path at its best. Undulating with spectacular views and easy
navigation to the golf club.

•

As you approach the Nefyn Golf Club, keep left and head towards the Coast Guard Station on the Trwyn of Porth
Dinllaen. Take care to follow the twisty WCP (white posts/markers) to ensure you don’t take a short course, or
interfere with the golfers.

•

At the coast guard station, near the end of the headland, is where you will find another great SELFIE STATION –
so make it a good photo! (You’re not far from the CP, so keep that picture handy to show the marshals.)

•

Carry on a few more yards up to the top of the headland and take the twisty WCP path across to the RNLI
station. Soon after passing it, the WCP drops to the water’s edge (can you see any seals?), a wonderful way to
approach the music and cheers at the next Checkpoint, the world-famous Ty Coch pub. A few runners have
been known to have a quick pint here – but if you do, would you ever be able to get going again?!

•

Public TOILETS to the left of the Pub. 82 miles behind you.

RNLI

B

CP6 – CP7 Ty Coch to NANT GWYTHEYRN

B

8.3 miles (total 90.6 m)
Cut-off 01:30
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Before you leave Ty Coch, make sure your head torch is on your head or in immediate reach. Your safety is paramount during the Pen
Llyn Ultra and at 20:00 all head torches must be switched on. It may not be dark yet, however you will be fatigued and we want you to
be clearly visible for car drivers – and anyway, visibility can change rapidly here, with sea frets not too uncommon. Instant
disqualification if head torch is not on by 20:00.
Along the beach and at 0.8m rejoin the WCP. There are 2 very small conflicts of the WCP in the next 2 miles (at 1.2m & 2.4m) – see
maps above – so find your way to and through Nefyn (see map) where there will be a SELFIE STATION in the park by the museum. Take a
selfie – your last of the day! Then keep following the WCP onto the side of Gwylfa, heading for Nant Gwrtheyrn
At 4m, take a Left onto a main road (Careful!!), then very shortly, a right off it. You will find a WATER STATION here and you need to
show your selfie. Pass Pistyll chapel. Once again White posts will be your markers as you cross a few fields during the next section.
You will have a short climb to Nant Gwrtheyrn (a Welsh Language centre) but the Checkpoint is in a small car park (in Yr Eifl Car Park)
about a mile further on, along the winding road up a tough hill. Dig in as this is your last true ascent of the Pen Llyn Ultra – all the way
up to the check point where you picked up water during Leg 1! An opportunity to raid your second Drop Bag - a change to road shoes?
It’s almost all downhill from here! Less than ten miles along mainly country roads until the home straight along the beach

CP7 – CP8 Nant Gwrtheyrn to Cae Corn Bach
5.4 miles (total 96.1m)
Cut-off 03:00
Ascent
127 ft
Total Descent 895 ft
Selfie Stations = 0 Water Stations = 0

•

•
•

Fed and watered, carry on along the road which is still the WCP, but you will very shortly
see the WCP hook sharply back to the left up a gravel path. You do NOT follow the
WCP at this point – indeed you should remember that this is where your emerged from
the first rigorous climb of the day a long, long time ago. You are now on familiar ground
downhill in the direction of Pwllheli
So again, along the road and over Llithfaen crossroads (0.6m) then over another
crossroads (at 3.0m) where you soon pass the school Ysgol Pentreuchaf on your left.
Carry on towards Llannor and take the left past the church (approx. 4.8 miles) and up
the gentle hill to a checkpoint you will recognise – it’s the same location as Checkpoint
1, some 67 miles ago

CP8 – END
Cae Corn Bach to

A

ABERERCH
3.9 miles (total 100 miles)
Cut-off
04:00

B

Ascent
157 ft
Total Descent 295 ft
Selfie Stations = 0 Water Stations = 0
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The route into Pwllheli is identical to this morning. BEWARE that at 0.9m (see inset map), just after a short section of river down to your left
(behind low wall) and the road starts to climb, the 50 & 75 runners turn left – DO NOT follow them or you will add a few miles to your race!
Half a mile later (1.4m) you’re descending the steepish hill again and keeping right at a junction then 200metres until LEFT at first
roundabout… 100m to another roundabout – turn RIGHT (just before train station) then (unlike the last time you were in Pwllheli, when
you headed down to the Promenade) go very quickly left, immediately after the station (1.6m).
Now you’re running on the pavement with water on your right. Follow the water’s edge 0.5m later as the pavement sweeps right. Another
0.2m, look out for roundabout to your left and a big round metal building (“Plas Heli”) beyond it. Cross the road, keep Plas Heli on your
right, its car park to the left and go onto the beach, turn Left – and RUN along the sand for joy! 1.4 miles to the finish.
And that’s it – as simple as that! Maybe you’ve seen dawn on Sunday morning, or if you’re a super quickie then maybe it’s not completely
dark on Saturday night but, whatever, you have done it! The Finish of the Pen Llyn Ultra marathon. Woohoo!!

Thanks and well done!!!

Rules:
This road book is not intended to cover all the rules.
Please check out your race information and instructions

Route data and cut-off times:
Please note that the mileages, ascents, descents etc are for
your guidance only. Take responsibility for familiarising
yourself with the route – which follows the Welsh Coast
Path (WCP) for large sections. It can be tempting to cut
corners on coastal paths. Don’t! (unless for safety reasons).
Never put yourself at risk.
The cut-off times listed stipulate the time you must LEAVE
the checkpoints. If, for COVID reasons, we need to use a
‘staggered start’, with runners starting in waves, the cut-off
times for individual waves will be adjusted accordingly.

Know this sign. It is your friend!

Selfie Stations:
Traditionally, we have placed ‘honesty books’ in selected
remote locations of the course and required runners to
tear out a page as proof of reaching that point. This year,
to allow more ‘social distance’, we ask you to take a selfie
instead and show it to a nominated marshal at a water
station / checkpoint. Keep your camera/mobile chargedup to avoid the 2hr penalty for failure!

Key Information
Runners’ etiquette:
We are running in shared space. Please be respectful
to other path users who might be nervous of being
too close to a stream of ‘glowing’ runners. Please
read, understand and adhere to our runners’
etiquette document on your race waiver – it follows
ITRA guidance.

Head torches
MUST be immediately to hand (e.g. in an
immediately reachable pocket) after leaving the Ty
Coch checkpoint, and must be on heads and
switched on from 20:00. Instant disqualification for
failure to comply. No excuses .
Drop Bags: These are available for 75 & 100
runners. Both sets of runners can have a bag at the
Nant Gwytheryn CP and the 100 runners have an
extra bag at CP1. Please do not put stuff in your bag
that you want waiting for you at the finish such as
car keys, beer money or a big cigar! IMPORTANT We
will try – but we cannot guarantee the drop bags
return until 4am Sunday morning.

On behalf of the whole Pen Llyn Ultra team,
we hope you have a fantastic time during
and after the race. Hwyl! Let’s go for it!

Compulsory Kit List
• Back-Pack- consider waterproofness
• Head torch with spare batteries (see notes)
• Map/GPS/Navigation Device. GPX for 100’s
• Compass (if you can use it)
• Survival Bag - recommendation see this link – A
single-sheet ‘emergency blanket’ NOT acceptable
• First Aid kit relevant to you
• Waterproof jacket with integral hood, taped seams
and waterproof trousers in good condition
• Whistle
• Snacks
• Cash £20 recommended (emergency taxi fee)
• Mobile phone with battery capacity for entire race
and waterproof covering. Selfies required at
certain points.
• Watch
• Hat and gloves (weather can be extremely hot or
cold)
• Collapsible cup (suitable for hot and cold drinks)
• Hand Sanitiser (e.g. see this link)
• Minimum 1 litre of water, walkers and mid to back
of packers 1.5 litres advised
• Buff/Face mask
• Printed road book-laminated or waterproof
• Advisable: sun cream and lip salve
• Optional: Poles
With thanks to our sponsors:

